Introduction
Primary radiolytic processes turn out to be most difcult to investigate because of their rapidity and lack of suitable probes. In fact most of radiation-chemical information about intratrack radiolytic processes is obtained by the pulse radiolysis method and partly by EPR, photochemical methods and positron annihilation spec- The interaction between track electrons with dierent electron scavengers dissolved in water at room temperature has been studied quite well since the 1970s using the pulse-radiolysis method. Some acceptors, for example, Cd 2+ and NO − 3 react eectively not only with thermalized quasi-free electrons, but also with hot (epithermal)
electrons [6] . This phenomenon results in a typical exponential suppression of the yield of the hydrated electrons
where c 37 is the concentration of the scavenger at which the yield of hydrated electrons decreases by 1/e. A similar result is observed at low temperatures [7] .
The yield of atomic hydrogen was measured by means of It is known that atomic hydrogen is formed due to the capture of track electrons by the H 3 O + ions. The above eect was therefore explained as a manifestation of the higher reactivity (by a factor of 100) of ions with track electrons, relatively to H 3 O + cations.
Results and discussion
On the basis of the above experimental data, it was natural to expect that, in EMS experiments, nitrate anions would also exhibit a much higher reactivity with the ions is xed; xed concentration of H + ions). All the measurements were done at 77 K. Solid lines are drawn according to the model developed in [8] .
Below we are giving a qualitative explanation to such an unexpectedly small dierence in the trapping rates [8] . From the data shown in Fig. 1 3) Why the k e3 comes out approximately 100 times higher than k eS ? Answer: it should be taken into account that around the very swiftly formed chemically Finally, we conclude that a likely reason of the discrepancy between radiation chemical data [7] and that obtained by EMS [4, 5, 8] is that the data in [7] correspond to the long-lasting post-radiation (tunneling) processes occurring at much longer times than those in EMS measurements, which are limited to the lifetime of a Möss-bauer nucleus and thus describe fast intratrack radiolytic processes.
